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Abstract. In this paper we offer a methodology allowing for simulationof security protocols, im-
plemented in the higher-level language Estelle, using scenarios designed for external attacks. To
this aim we apply a translation of specifications of securityprotocols from Common Syntax to Es-
telle and an encoding of schemes of attacks into Estelle scenarios. We show that such an intelligent
simulation may efficiently serve for validating security protocols.

1. Introduction

There are many papers addressing simulation of protocols inorder to validate their correctness [4, 10, 14],
but only a few of them discuss simulation of security protocols [18, 11]. The point is that validation of se-
curity protocols differs a lot from validation of network protocols. The first domain is based on searching
for security flaws (which can be exploited by an intruder), while in the second one deadlocks or other not
predictable situations are usually expected to be discovered. Unfortunately, simulation of security pro-
tocols is even more complex than of network protocols. In general the security problem is undecidable
[8], which is one of the major challenges for automatic validation. The problem becomes NP-complete
when the number of sessions and the number of nonces is bounded. In practise, this complexity results
in an exponential explosion in the number of runs of a protocol, which need to be explored.
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In this paper we define four schemes of (authentication and secrecy) attacks upon security protocols
that cover almost all of the attacks from [1, 7]. These schemes include: Man-in-the-Middle (MITM, for
short), Replay, Reflection, and Interleaving. For each of the above schemes of attacks we designed an
algorithm, which for given parameters of the protocol, returns a scenario of an attack of this type. The
scenarios allow for reducing dramatically (more than exponentially) the number of runs to be explored
while looking for the above types of attacks by means of simulation or verification. Next, we continue
the idea of validation of security protocols using the simulator/debugger of Estelle, Estelle Development
Toolkit (EDT) [3], presented in [9]. However, this time concrete simulation scenarios are considered
according to the schemes generated for different types of attacks. To this aim we implement a translation
from scenarios of attacks in Common Syntax [7] to specifications in Estelle [5]. This task requires to
model, in Estelle, the honest participants as well as the intruder who has a choice in selecting messages
to be sent according to the scenario translated. As a case study we present results of simulation for a
few standard protocols. Moreover, to show an important practical application of our method, we find the
attack [16] upon a newly designed protocol [6] using simulation in Estelle.

Related Work. The paper [11] is closest to our work, where a modelling of authentication protocols
with state machines is presented to validate some of their security properties through simulation. More-
over, simulation of cryptographic protocols was considered in [18], where a general formula of Agent
for simulation is proposed together with the dynamical environment based on the Java technology.

Outline. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces security protocols in
Common Syntax (CS). Schemes of attacks are discussed in Section 3. A translation from scenarios in
CL to Estelle and experimental results are given in Section 4. The paper ends with some conclusions.

2. Security Protocols in Common Syntax

In this section we introduce basic syntax for writing security protocols. We describe the protocols using a
standard notation, called Common Syntax (CS) [7], developed for cryptographic protocols [1]. Usually,
protocols involve two, three or four roles, which we denote with capital lettersA,B for the principals,
and withS or S′ for the servers. Let a protocolQ be represented by a finite sequence of instructions:

1. X1 −→ Y1 : M1

...
n. Xn −→ Yn : Mn

whereXi, Yi ∈ {A,B, S, S′}, Xi 6= Yi, Yi = Xi+1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, andMi is called amessagevariable1.
The informal meaning of the instructionA −→ B : M is that a principal of roleA sends a message,

which is a value of the variableM , to a principal of roleB. M is composed of variables ranging over
identifiers representing principals (PV), keys2 (KV), nonces (NV), and possibly timestamps (T V), and
their lifetimes (LV). Formally, the message (variables) are generated by the following grammar:
Message ::= Component× Component∗

Component ::= Cipher | Atom
Cipher ::= {Component∗}K

1We will frequently refer to variables via their names likemessage, principal, nonce, key, timestampif this does not lead to
confusion.
2Keys can be asymmetric (public and secret) or symmetric.
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Atom ::= P | N | K | T | L,
whereP ∈ PV, N ∈ NV, K ∈ KV , T ∈ T V, andL ∈ LV.

For X,Y ∈ {A,B, S, S′}, KXY is a symmetric keyvariable ofX andY , PKX is a public key
variable ofX, SKX is a secret keyvariable ofX,NX is a noncevariable ofX, TX is a timestamp
variable ofX, andLX is alifetimevariable ofX. A messageM can be encrypted with a keyK, denoted
by {M }K 3. For example{TX , NX}KXY

is a message variable containing a timestamp variableTX and
a nonce variableNX encrypted with the a key variableKXY .

Keys can shared between an agent and a server (e.g.,KAS , KBS ), between two agents (e.g.,KAB), or
owned by one agent only (e.g.,KAA, KBB). Thenoncesrepresent random non-predictable numbers de-
clared to be used only once by a concrete agent. Thetimestampsare unique identifiers whose values are
provided by the (local) clock of its issuing entity and determine the time when a given message is gener-
ated. A value related to a timestamp is alifetimedefining how long since the timestamp creation it is ac-
ceptable to use each component of the messages it relates to.A concretemessageconsists of components
which are built of atomic cryptographic primitives that areelements of the following finite sets of iden-
tifiers: P = {s, s′, a, b, ι} - principals, also called agents or participants,SK = {kas, kbs, kab, kbb . . .}
symmetric keys,AK = {pka, pkb, ska, skb, . . .} - asymmetric keys, letK = SK∪AK be the set of all the
keys,N = {na, nb, n

′

a, n
′

b, . . .} - nonces, T = {ta, tb, ts, . . .} - timestamps, L = {l, l′, . . .} - lifetimes,
R = {ra, rb, . . .} - random numbers.

In asessionof the protocol the variables are substituted by concrete identifiers (names) of the princi-
pals and of the message elements. By a(protocol) runwe mean a finite sequence of instructions resulting
from a fixed number of possibly parallel sessions4 of the protocol. In order to distinguish between ses-
sions, they are numbered with natural numbers. For each session of numberi in order to make clear
who is sending a message to whom, we define an assignment of theprincipal namess, s′, a, b, ι and the
intruder impersonationsι(a), ι(b), ι(s), ι(s′) to the rolesA,B, S, S′, defined as the following function
pi : {A,B, S, S′} −→ P ∪ {ι(a), ι(b), ι(s), ι(s′)}. We sometimes refer to this function as toX ← y iff
pi(X) = y, provided the number of a session is understood.

A plain sessiona protocol is a session, where the rolesA,B, S are substituted in the following way:
p(A) = a, p(B) = b, andp(S) = s. By ascenarioof an attack we mean a run composed of two or more
sessions in which an assignment for each role has been defined. Typically, a scenario does not specify
contents of the messages, but in some cases repetition of previously sent messages can be indicated.

3. A Taxonomy of External Attacks

We start with defining a taxonomy of attacks upon security protocols, which is based on that of [19].
We consider the four main types of attacks5: Man-in-the-Middle (MITM, for short), Replay (REPL),
Reflection (REFL), and Interleaving (INTRL). In Table 2 (see Appendix) all the protocols classified
within our taxonomy are listed. For each protocol we give reference(s) to the literature, where attack(s)
for this protocol can be found. Next, we discuss each type of an attack and show an example for a selected
protocol. We identify all the common features of the attacksfor all the protocols susceptible to this type

3We depart here slightly from CS where encryption of a messageM with a keyK is specified asE(K : M ).
4Some steps of sessions can be omitted.
5Each attack is referenced by the name of the protocol, its source in the literature, and the number if there are more attackfor
the same protocol.
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of attack. This allows for designing an algorithm, which fora given type of attack and parameters of the
protocol, returns a scenario of an attack of this type. The parameters include: the number of protocol
steps (n), a number of sessions (nses), a format of each stepj of the sessioni (like i.j : A −→ B : Mi,j),
and possibly other parameters specific for a type of attack.

3.1. REPLAY attacks

Replay attack is a breach of the security in which information is stored without authorisation and then
retransmitted to trick the receiver into unauthorised operations such as false identification or authentica-
tion or a duplicate transaction. As most attacks are of the replay type, this section describes two classes
which are built on typical schemas.

DoS-type REPLAY Attacks. The main intention of this type of attack is to deceive the responder of
the session that the (assumed) initiator has run one or more parallel sessions with him. When the number
of active sessions of the responder exceeds the limit allowed by his system, the denial of service is gained.
These attacks are typically composed of two (or more) sessions one following another. The first session
is fundamental and it is performed entirely, while in the next ones some initial steps which do not involve
the responder are omitted. The number of the steps skipped varies from one in Denning Sacco and WFM
to two in SPLICE/AS and Kerberos v.4. The first session is usedto collect some important data to replay
them later in next sessions. The scenario of this specific type of reply attack can be characterised as
follows. First, a plain session is executed. In each new session ι(a) is assigned toA and the session
starts from the first step in which the responderb is involved. The message of the same step of the former
session is then replayed. If the sender of this message iss, thenι impersonatess in the whole session,
otherwise onlya is impersonated byι. The sequence of steps from the second session can be repeated
several times, leading to aDenial of Service attack(DoS).

Simple REPLAY Attacks. In the Simple Replay attacks the intruder replays any information eaves-
dropped during previous sessions (the first session is played honestly) rather than replaying the same
message taken from the first session like in the DoS-like attacks. Moreover, all the messages are pro-
cessed, so no one is omitted. In this scenario the parameterrepl indicates the beginning step of the
replaying activity of the intruder. Each message precedingthis step is forwarded in every session de-
clared, while the messages following this step are processed in a special way. A message is intercepted
by the intruder impersonating the receiver and resent (witha contents changed) by the intruder imper-
sonating the sender to the original receiver. If the stepj ≥ repl of the protocol is of the form:X −→ Y :
Mj , then this step of sessioni in the Simple Replay scenario is denoted as follows:
(i.j) x −→ ι(y): Mj, and (i.j’) ι(x) −→ y: M ′

j,
whereM ′

j is a modified (by the intruder) version of the messageMj .
Note that if the algorithm generates a step in which the intruder plays the role of both the sender and the
receiver, then this step is omitted in the scenario. In this scenario, the intruder’s actions are based only
on replacing original messages with new ones by applying a reply action. Therefore, the intruder does
not impersonate any of the participants. For the first session, we have the following assignment:A← a,
B ← b, andS ← s, while for the remaining sessions two possible assignmentsare specified as:A← a,
B ← b, andS ← s, or A← ι, B ← b, andS ← s.

The entry [*] will be explained in Section 3.4.
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Algorithm 1 : Algorithm for DoS-REPLattack scenarios
parameters : n - a number of protocol steps

: nses - a number of sessions
assignments : for 2 ≤ k ≤ nses

: p1(A) := a, p1(B) := b, p1(S) := s
: pk(A) := ι(a), pk(B) := b, pk(S) := s

variables : repl - a step where the replay starts
i← 1, j ← 1
repeat

(i.j.) pi(X)→ pi(Y ) : Mj

j++
until j ≤ n
i++, j ← 1
while Y 6= B in j. X −→ Y : Mj do j++ %% (i.j.) omittedMj

if j. S −→ B: Mj then pi(S) := ι(s)
repl← j
repeat

(i.j.) pi(X) −→ b : M1.j

j++
repeat

(i.j.) pi(X) −→ pi(Y ): Mj

j++
until j ≤ n
i++, j ← repl

until i ≤ nses

Example 3.1. Consider the protocol Andrew Secure RPC. After applying theAlgorithm 2 for the pa-
rameters:n = 4, nses = 2, repl = 4, andz = a, the following scenario is returned.

Scenario Attack

1.1. a −→ b: M1 = a,{na}kab

1.2. b −→ a: M2 = {na + 1, nb}kab

1.3. a −→ b: M3 = {nb + 1}kab

1.4. b −→ a: M4 = {k′

ab, n
′

b}kab

2.1. a −→ b: M1 = a,{ma}kab

2.2. b −→ a: M2 = {ma + 1, mb}kab

2.3. a −→ b: M3 = {mb + 1}kab

2.4. b −→ ι(a): M4 = {k′′

ab, m
′

b}kab

2.4.’ i(b) −→ a: M ′

4 = {k′

ab, n
′

b}kab

3.2. INTERLEAVING Attacks

The aim of this attack is to perform a fraud of information from the responder of a session (or the server),
using the standard challenge/response exchanges. This way, the intruder may keep some credentials
up to date. This attack is mostly upon protocols with arepeated authentication part(RAP, for short),
where some temporal cryptographic constructs from themain part of the protocol are used (e.g., the
ticket together with a session key or other credentials generated by the server). Typically, this attack
gives the intruder an updated (refreshed) ticket with the same session key. For protocols withRAP, at the
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Algorithm 2 : Algorithm for Simple-REPLattack scenarios
parameters : n - a number of protocol steps

: nses - a number of sessions
: repl - a step, where the replay starts
: z ∈ {a, ι} - a parameter of assignments

assignments : for 2 ≤ k ≤ nses
: p1(A) := a, p1(B) := b, p1(S) := s
: pk(A) := z, pk(B) := b, pk(S) := s

i← 1, j ← 1
repeat

(i.j.) pi(X)→ pi(Y ) : Mj

j++
until j ≤ n
i++, j ← 1
repeat

while j < repl do
(i.j.) pi(X)→ pi(Y ) : Mj

j++

repeat
(i.j.) pi(X)→ ι(pi(Y )) : Mj

(i.j.’) ι(pi(X))→ pi(Y ) : M ′

j

j++ [*]
until j ≤ n
j++

until i ≤ nses

beginning of the scenario, the whole main part of the protocol is executed once with no active action of
the intruder. Then, the repeated authentication part is processed starting from the steprstepand the first
session. If the protocol with noRAPis considered, then the first step of the protocol is taken asrstep.

The scenario is guided in such a manner that each two steps (challenge/response) of a session are
followed by the same two steps of the next session until the last session is reached. When one such
a pass through the sessions is finished, the algorithm takes the next two messages and this process is
repeated until the last message is reached. IfRAPcontains an odd number of steps, then the last pass
includes the last message only. Note that if the algorithm generates a step in which the intruder plays the
role of both the sender and the receiver, then this step is omitted in the scenario.

In this scenario, inRAPof the odd sessions (except for the first one), the intruder impersonatesa
initiating the session withb, while in the even sessions, the intruder is impersonating either a or b. So,
we have the following assignment in each odd session:A← ι(a), B ← b, andS ← s or S ← ι(s), and
in each even one:A← ι(a) andB ← b andS ← s, or A← ι(b) andB ← a andS ← s, or A← a and
B ← ι(b) andS ← s, or A← b andB ← ι(a) andS ← s.

Example 3.2. Consider the protocol KSL:

1. A −→ B : M1 = NA,A
2. B −→ S : M2 = NA,A,NB,B
3. S −→ B : M3 = {NB,A,KAB}KBS

, {NA,B,KAB}KAS
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Algorithm 3 : Algorithm for INTRLattack scenarios
parameters : n - a number of protocol steps

: nses - a number of sessions
: rstep - the first step ofRAP
: x ∈ {a, b} - a parameter of assignments, wherea = b, b = a
: t ∈ {1, 2, 3} - a case of an assignment

assignments : dlak ∈ {2i− 1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
t=1 : pk(A) := ι(a), pk(S) := ι(s), pk(B) := b

: pk+1(A) := ι(x), pk+1(S) := s, pk+1(B) := x
t=2 : pk(A) := ι(a), pk(S) := s, pk(B) := b

: pk+1(A) := x, pk+1(S) := s, pk+1(B) := ι(x)
t=3 : pk(A) := ι(a), pk(S) := s, pk(B) := b

: pk+1(A) := ι(x), pk+1(S) := s, pk+1(B) := x
variables : actstep, k - auxiliary variables

i← 1, j ← 1,k← 1, actstep← 1
if rstep > 1 then

repeat
(i.j.) x −→ y : Mj

j++
until j ≤ rstep

actstep← rstep

repeat
repeat

j ← actstep, k ← (j − rstep + 1)
repeat

(i.j.) pi(X) −→ pi(Y ) : Mj

j++, k++ [*]
until not (k mod2) && j < n
i++

until i ≤ nses
actstep← (actstep + 2), i← 1

until actstep ≤ n

4. B −→ A : M4 = {NA,B,KAB}KAS
, {TB,A,KAB}KBB

,NC ,{NA}KAB

5. A −→ B : M5 = {NA}KAB

repeated authentication part:

6. A −→ B : M6 = MA,{TB,A,KAB}KBB

7. B −→ A : M7 = MB,{MA}KAB

8. A −→ B : M8 = {MB}KAB

After applying the Algorithm 3 for the parameters:n = 8, nses = 3, rstep = 6, x = a, andt = 1, the
following scenario is returned.

repeated authentication part:

Scenario Attack

1.6. ι(a) −→ b : M6 = mi,{tb,a,kab}kbb

1.7. b −→ ι(a) : M7 = mb,{mi}kab

2.6. ι(a) −→ b : M6 = mb,{tb,a,kab}kbb
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2.7. b −→ ι(a) : M7 = m′

b,{mb}kab

3.6. ι(a) −→ b : M6 = m′

b,{tb,a,kab}kbb

3.7. b −→ ι(a) : M7 = m′′

b ,{mb}kab

1.8. ι(a) −→ b : M8 = {mb}kab

2.8. ι(a) −→ b : M8 = {m′

b}kab

3.8. ι(a) −→ b : M8 = {m′′

b }kab

3.3. REFLECTION and MITM Attacks

The next two algorithms for scenarios of reflection and MITM attacks are based on the same pattern of
shuffling the steps of the sessions involved. Typically, theknown attacks of these types are composed of
two sessions only, but we have extended the scenarios to an arbitrary even number of sessions.

Reflection Attacks. The reflection attack is based on using the same messages (or sometimes just parts
of them) by reflection in both the sessions of each pair, whichis composed of an odd sessionj and the
even sessionj + 1. So, the intruder impersonating the responder and reflecting all the messages back,
makes the initiator thinking, that he is playing two symmetrical session with the same principal, while he
is exchanging messages only with the intruder. Another reason for using reflection is to force the initiator
of the first session to accept some non-fresh credentials in the second session.

The idea of this scenario is to begin a sequence of instructions from all the sessions of the same step
by an action of the honest principala. This way the intruder may intercept a source for the reflection
action. The schema is based on the following general rule: the instructions of each sequence of odd
steps are following one the other in the increasing order of the sessions, while the instructions of each
sequence of even steps are put in the decreasing order. So, for example the order of instructions for4
sessions of3 steps looks as follows:(1.1)(2.1)(3.1)(4.1)(4.2)(3.2)(2.2)(1.2)(1.3)(2.3)(3.3)
(4.3)(4.4)(3.4)(2.4)(1.4)

We have the following assignment in all odd sessions:A← a, B ← ι(b) andS ← s, and in the even
ones:A ← ι(b), B ← a, andS ← ι(s). Alternatively in the odd sessions:A ← a, B ← ι andS ← s
and in the even ones:A← ι, B ← a andS ← ι(s).

Notice that the intruder cannot impersonate the server in the odd sessions. Therefore, the intruder is
either impersonatingb if he does not possess appropriate server keys to compose a fake message, or the
intruder is playing the role of himself and then he may use keys being shared with the server.

Example 3.3. Consider the protocol Shamir Rivest Adelman Three Pass [7].After applying the above
algorithm for the parameters:n = 3, nses = 2, andz = ι(b), the following scenario is returned:

Scenario Attack

1.6. a −→ ι(b) : M1 = {msg}kaa

2.1. i(b) −→ a : M1 = {msg}kaa

2.2. a −→ ι(b) : M2 = {msg}kaa

1.2. i(b) −→ a : M2 = text
1.3. a −→ ι(b) : M3 = {text}kaa

2.3. i(b) −→ a : M3 = {text}kaa
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Algorithm 4 : Algorithm for REFLattack scenarios
parameters : n - a number of protocol steps

: nses - a number of sessions
: z ∈ {ι(b), ι} - a parameter of assignments

assignments: dlak ∈ {2i− 1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
: pk(A) := a, pk(B) := z, pk(S) := s
: pk+1(A) := z, pk+1(B) := a, pk+1(S) := ι(s)

variables : start, stop, direction - auxiliary variables

i← 1, j ← 1, direction← 1, stop← nses
repeat

repeat
(i.j.) pi(X) −→ pi(Y )
i← (i + direction)

until i ≤ stop
[*]
direction← (−direction) %% swap the values of start and stop
start↔ stop
j++, i← start

until j ≤ n

The assignments are a significant part of this scenario, where the initiator of any odd session plays the role
of the responder in the corresponding even session. As we have already mentioned the same scenario,
but with different substitutions, applies toMITM attack and influences the message flow.

MAN-in-the-MIDLLE Attacks. The goal of the intruder inMITM is to run independent sessions with
the honest principals and replay messages between them. This makes the principals to believe that they
are talking directly to each other when in fact the entire conversation is under control of the intruder.

In theMITM scenario for each pair of the defined sessions the honest initiator of the odd session is
different than the honest responder of the corresponding even session. The assignment for this scenario
presented in Algorithm 5 reflects this assumption. There arethree possible assignments for a pair of
sessions. The first one is defined by:A← a, B ← ι(b) in the odd sessions andA← ι(a), B ← b in the
corresponding even sessions, alternativelyA ← a, B ← ι in the odd sessions andA ← ι(a), B ← b in
the even sessions. In the last case:A ← a, B ← ι(b) are assigned in the odd sessions and in the even
ones:A← ι, B ← b. For all the above assignmentsS ← s.

Algorithm 5 : Parameters for algorithm forMITM attack scenario
parameters : n - a number of protocol steps

: nses - a number of sessions
: z ∈ {ι(b), ι} andw ∈ {ι(a), ι} andw 6= z parameters of assignments

assignments : dlak ∈ {2i− 1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
: pk(A) := a, pk(B) := z, pk(S) := s
: pk+1(A) := w, pk+1(B) := b, pk+1(S) := s
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Example 3.4. Consider Needham Schroeder Public Key protocol. After applying the Algorithm 5 for
the parameters:n = 3, nses = 2, z = ι, andw = ι(a), the following scenario is returned:

Scenario Attack

1.6. a −→ ι : M1 = {na, a}pkι

2.1. ι(a) −→ b : M1 = {na, a}pkb

2.2. b −→ ι(a) : M2 = {na, nb}pka

1.2. ι −→ a : M2 = {na, nb}pka

1.3. a −→ ι : M3 = {nb}pkι

2.3. ι(a) −→ b : M3 = {nb}pkb

3.4. Combining Attacks

In this section we consider scenarios of attacks, which are composed of scenarios of attacks of our
taxonomy. We start with introducing one more scenario, called Server Schema, which does not generate
attacks itself, but it is useful for designing scenarios of combined attacks, where the server appears as a
part of the protocol. Server Schema is forcing the server to return a valid message. In such a message
exchange, the challenge is sent by the intruder impersonating an honest principal while the response is
intercepted and stopped by the intruder. Server Schema is defined as follows:

Algorithm 6 : Algorithm for the Server Schema (S-Schema)
parameters : nses - a number of sessions

: w ∈ {ι(a), ι(b)} andz ∈ {ι(a), ι(b)} - parameters of assignments
assignments : for 1 ≤ k ≤ nses

: pk(A) := w, pk(B) := z, pk(S) := s
variables : i, j - a current number of session and step

i← 1
repeat

(i.j.) pi(X) −→ s: Mj if j. X −→ S: Mj

(i.j+1.) s −→ pi(Y ): Mj+1 if j+1. S −→ Y : Mj+1

until i ≤ nses

The algorithms returning scenarios which can be combined with Server Schema contain [*] in their
codes. Combining consists in replacing [*] with the following instruction:

if Y = S in j. X −→ Y : Mj then S-Schema(nses, j, w, z)

whereS-Schema(nses, j, w, z) calls the algorithm for Server Schema fornses, j, w andz.
In order to distinguish sessions of different scenarios, the superscript of the number of an instruction
means the scenario number. Hence,1.32 stands for the 3rd step of the 1st session of the 2nd scenario.

Sequential Composition of Scenarios. The first method of combining scenarios consists in taking
their sequential composition. Below, we illustrate it at the example of the protocol CCITT X.509 (3),
where a new scenario is obtained by a sequential compositionof a plain session (where the intruder is
passive) with MITM attack scenario. This scenario generates the attack upon CCITT X.509 (3) [15].
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Example 3.5. Consider the protocol CCITT X.509 (3). The first scenario is aplain session. The second
scenario is obtained after applying the algorithm for MITM attack scenario for the parametersnses = 2,
z = ι, w = ι(a). The sequential composition of the above scenarios returnsthe following scenario:

Scenario Attack

1.1.1 a −→ b : M1
1,1 = a, {ta, na, b, xa, {ya}pkb

}ska

1.2.1 b −→ a : M1
1,2 = b, {tb, nb, a, na, xb, {yb}pka

}skb

1.3.1 a −→ b : M1
1,3 = a, {nb}ska

1.1.2 a −→ ι : M2
1,1 = a, {t′a, n

′

a, b, x′

a, {y′

a}pkι
}ska

2.1.2 ι(a) −→ b : M2
2,1 = a, {ta, na, b, xa, {ya}pkb

}ska

2.2.2 b −→ ι(a) : M2
2,2 = b, {t′b, n

′

b, a, n′

a, x′

b, {y
′

b}pka
}skb

1.2.2 ι −→ a : M2
1,2 = ι, {tι, n

′

b, a, n′

a, xι, {yι}pka
}skι

1.3.2 a −→ ι : M2
1,3 = a, {n′

b}ska

2.3.2 ι(a) −→ b : M2
2,3 = a, {n′

b}ska

The above scenario generates the attack, which is equivalent to the attack of [15], where only the instruc-
tion (1.12) is executed two steps later, i.e., between the instructions (2.22) and (1.22). Notice, however,
that this instruction does not share any of the components ofthe preceding instructions (2.12) and (2.22),
so executing this step before the above two steps (2.12) and (2.22) has no side effects and does not change
the attack.

Interleaved Composition of Scenarios. The second method of combining scenarios consists in taking
their interleaved composition. Below, we illustrate it at the example of BAN simplified version of Ya-
halom protocol [1], where a new scenario is obtained by an interleaved composition of the interleaving
attack scenario with the Server schema. The algorithm is initialised with the number of exchanges with
the server and an assignment for each such session.

Example 3.6. Consider BAN simplified Yahalom protocol.

1. A −→ B: M1 = A,NA

2. B −→ S: M2 = B,NB,{A, NA}KBS

3. S −→ A: M3 = NB,{B, KAB, NA}KAS
,{A, KAB, NB}KBS

4. A −→ B: M4 = {A, KAB, NB}KBS
,{NB}KAB

After applying the algorithm for interleaving attack scenario for the parametersnses = 2, rstep = 1,
t = 2, x = b and the Server Schema (called from [*]) for the parametersnses = 1, j, w = ι(a), and
z = ι(b) the following scenario is returned:

Scenario Attack

1.1.1 a −→ ι(b) : M1
1,1 = a,na

1.2.1 ι(b) −→ ι(s) : M1
1,2 (* omitted *)

2.1.1 ι(b) −→ a : M1
2,1 = b,na

2.2.1 a −→ ι(s) : M1
2,2 = a,n′

a,{b, na}kas

1.2.2 ι(a) −→ s : M2
1,2 = a,na,{b, na}kas

1.3.2 s −→ ι(b) : M2
1,3 = na,{a, kab, na}kbs

,{b, kab, na}kas

1.3.1 ι(s) −→ a : M1
1,3 = nι, {b, kab, na}kas

,{a, kab, na}kbs
,

1.4.1 a −→ ι(b) : M1
1,4 = {a, kab, na}kbs

,{nι}kab

The above scenario generates the attack, which is equivalent to the attack of [15] as only theomittedstep
(1.21) takes place a few steps earlier.
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3.5. Completeness of our Algorithms

We show completeness of our algorithms with respect to the following set of protocolsPROT={Andrew
Secure RPC, BAN Andrew Secure RPC, Neumann Stubblebine, Denning Saco, SPLICE/AS SPLICE/AS
CJ modified Hwang Chen, WMF (2), Kerberos v.4, EKE, Shamir Rivest Adleman Three Pass, Woo Lam
Mutual Authentication (2), KSL (2), Needham Schroeder PK, TMN, SHARE, LPD: Low-Powered De-
vices, IKEv2: Internet Key Exchange, ISO1-PK-1U, ISO-CCF-1U, PBK fixed version}

Let AlgorithmX be the algorithm forX attack scenarios, whereX ∈{DoS-REPL, Simple-REPL,
REFL, INTRL, MITM}.

Theorem 3.1. For each attack of typeX on a protocoly ∈ PROT , AlgorithmX(y) returns a scenario
of this attack.

Proof. See Appendix.

There are two groups of protocols/attacks that have not beenclassified within our taxonomy. The first
group consists of the following external attacks: Neumann Stubblebine ([1].3), KSL([1].1), SPLICE/AS
([1].3). In these attacks the intruder is forcing the receiver to answer a message sent by him, but exploiting
only a part of the protocol, possibly to get some updated datato use them later in another session Other
attacks that are outside of the taxonomy include: KSL ([1].3), Kao Chow, Denning-Sacco ([1].1). The
first one breaks the rule of not changing the order of performing steps of the protocol, while the rest
assumes that the encrypted key can be guessed.

It is important to mention that since this paper is about external attacks, as only for these we can get a
reduction in the number of runs to be considered, all the internal (including type flaw) attacks are outside
of our taxonomy.

3.6. Analytical Results

Notice that our algorithms return scenarios of attacks without specifying contents of the messages sent
by the intruder, but can specify repetition of messages sentearlier. Clearly, the messages sent by honest
participants are fully defined by each step of the protocol and the former messages. This still leaves
some room for a verifier to try to find messages for the intruderwhich fit to the given scenario. However,
exploration guided by our scenarios can dramatically reduce the number of runs examined. Below,
we estimate the ratio of reduction under the assumption thatexploration is executed for TWO honest
participants, the intruder, and possibly a server, who are runningk parallel sessions of lengthn each.
To simplify the estimation we do not take into account the number of messages which can be sent by
the intruder. Let’s start with computing the number of the runsR(k, n), which are generated by all the
interleavings of the abovek sessions. We assume that for each session an assignment of the roles is
given.

R(k, n) =

(

kn

n

)(

(k − 1)n

n

)

· · ·

(

2n

n

)

>> (k!)n

It follows from the above that the number of runs is growing sofast that even for protocols of length5
exploring runs generated by5 sessions is a very difficult task. Notice that our algorithmsgenerate the
number of scenarios (runs) of complexityO(k × n), which gives a spectacular reduction. For attacks
that are interleaved compositions of two pure2-session attacks of the taxonomy, the number of runs is
reduced fromR(4, n) to R(2, 2n), i.e., from(4!)n = 23n3n to22n, which gives an exponential reduction.
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Figure 1. The communication model for WMF and channeldy

4. Security Protocols and Scenarios in Estelle

An Estelle specification of a protocol consists of components, called modules, or actually,module in-
stances, as there may be more then one copy of each module defined. Eachmodule has a number of
interaction points, associated with a channel(s). A channel defines classes of interactions (messages)
which are sent through associated interaction points. To specify which modules are able to exchange
interactions, communication links (connect) between modules interaction points are then specified. An
interaction received by a module instance at its interaction point is appended to an unbounded FIFO
queue, associated with this interaction point. Thecommunicationin the model isasynchronousin that
a module (process) may always send a message or, in other words, operations of sending and receiv-
ing messages arenot synchronised. The internal dynamic behaviourof the module is characterised in
terms of non-deterministic extended state transition model by defining a set of states, a subset of initial
states (specified by an initialisation part of the module definition), and a set of transitions enclosed in a
transition part of the module. Atransition is defined by a guard and an (atomic) action to be performed
when it is executed (fired). Aguard is a boolean condition over the space of the module instance internal
states and the contents of its communication queues storingincoming messages. It specifies when the
transition is enabled. In each of the computation steps, themodel performs one of the transitions whose
guards evaluate to true.

4.1. Overview of the Cryptographic Protocol Model

The following general translation from Common Syntax (CS) to Estelle is proposed. Both the roles
(initiator and responder) are implemented as Role modulesA ROLE andB ROLE. A module for the server
is implemented additionally. Each Role is parametrised with a principal identifier, the number of a
session, and a set of initial parameters which are actually the initial knowledge of this principal. Module
instances of the roles communicate by exchanging interactions through interaction points defined inside
the modules and linked by thechannel dy. The interactions are defined aslettersof the protocol. The
channeldy declares a bidirectional transfer of all types of messages of the protocol modelled, together
with their headers. Fig. 1 presents the communication modelfor WMF6.

A letter is described as an ordered pair composed of a messageand a header. Each header contains
an information about the sender and the receiver of the message as well as the number of a session of

61. A −→ S: M1 = A, {TA, B, KAB}KAS
, 2. S −→ B: M2 = {TS, A,KAB}KBS

.
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the protocol. By acomponent’s typein our specification we understand a sequence of the types of its
atoms encrypted with a key, or just one primitive cryptographic type. In order to easily define letters,
new record types for components are introduced. This wayn types of messages are defined as records
of components, wheren is the number of the steps of a protocol. The grammar used for composing
components is presented in Section 2.

Assuming that the environment is not reliable, the intruderis placed in the network and transfers the
letters between the principals, so that he can control the flow and the contents of the letters. To fulfil all
the above assumptions, Principal and Server modules areconnectedthrough Intruder module. The idea
of the communication is presented in Fig. 1.

First, a Principalp sends a letter of the sessioni to another Principal through a communication link
established between him and the Intruder7. The letter is received by the Intruder at its interaction point
(ip intr[p,i]). Then, the Intruder is expected to pass this (or modified) letter through the communica-
tion link established between him and Principal declared asthe receiver of the letter. Finally the letter is
appended to a queue associated with the receiver interaction point (ip A or ip B, depending on the role
played).

Intruder’s Knowledge and Scenarios. The Intruder keeps all the intercepted components, according
to their types, in his knowledge (IK) represented as set of arrays of records. Each array contains one of
the defined types of components, and for each entry some information about its origin is written, which
is the number of a session, the number of a message, and the position inside the message. This allows the
Intruder for an easy access to the desired type of a componentin order to compose any type of a message
consistent with the next step of the scenario.

We do not implement actions of the intruder since they are provided through the translation of the
algorithm to Estelle specification of the scenario. On the other hand, a procedure making a copy of the
message received and decomposing it according to the component types is implemented. The detailed
description of the functions for modifyingIK is available in [12]. The set of states of the Intruder is
composed of the states, generated by the scenario and of these added when the templates of composing
the messages are included.

4.2. Experimental Results

In our experiments we are focused on checking authentication and secrecy properties exploiting the
correspondence property8, which is defined as follows:If a principal x has finishedN sessions with a
principal y in a protocol run, then the principalx must have started at leastN sessions with the principal
y. When the above relation is symmetric we capture themutual entity authentication.

In order to check whether a protocol is vulnerable to an attack tested, the continuous simulation is
performed. The idea is to simulate these runs only, which arespecified by the scenario. To this aim we
have used the Estelle Simulator environment. The honest participants are directly modelled in Estelle
along with the intruder and the appropriate communication channels. The attack scenarios are built into
the intruder so that it controls the execution of every session. In order to detect attacks and breaches of
security we use the observers checking the required properties at certain states of the protocol execution.

7Notice that when we say Principal we actually mean the Role instance of the Principal instance (i.e, the principal in a particular
session).
8The way of defining secrecy in terms of correspondence is presented in [17, 13].
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A random seed value is driving the non-deterministic choices during the simulation, which is performed
a specified number of times. Moreover, the simulation is performed regardless on whether messages sent
by the intruder are accepted or not. If a message composed by the intruder in some session is not correct,
then this session is terminated while the remaining sessions are continued. Our experimental results for
two protocols are shown in Table 1. In order to confirm a high potential of our approach we detect the
attacks described before, i.e., DoS-REPL for WMF and MITM for NSPK (see Example 3.4) for multiple
sessions (i.e., for 2,3, and 4 pairs of sessions) of these protocols.

Table 1. Experimental results

Protocol No of sessions Nr of simulations Nr of attacks Execution time

WMF 4 100 200 10 s

WMF 6 100 300 15 s

WMF 8 100 400 20 s

NSPK 4 600 567 35 s

NSPK 6 600 842 47 s

NSPK 8 600 1016 81 s

One can observe that for WMF, every execution of the scenarioleads to an attack. This is quite obvious,
as for DoS-REPL scenario simulated for the protocol with only two steps, whererepl = 2, there is
no possibility for the intruder to compose any new message, and only the replay of the last message is
performed. For NSPK this is not the case. While the choice of protocol steps is deterministic, there
can be many ways in which the intruder composes messages. Some of these choices may lead to either
honest or invalid executions. The number of choices grows with each protocol step executed, when new
elements are added to Intruder’s knowledge. Notices that while NSPK contains three steps, the scenario
for MITM allows for non-determinism in composing a message at each of its steps. This explains why
we get less successful attacks for NSPK. One can expect that for longer protocols, experimental results
could be a bit worse, but this is still a very promising way forfinding the known types of attacks upon
new protocols. It is also worth mentioning here that new protocols are becoming more complicated these
days as they are composed of more than five steps and involve groups of users. The standard model
checking methods seem to useless for finding attacks for suchprotocols. Notice for example that for
NSPK, SATMC [2] gives results for 6 sessions, while the otherAVISPA tools cannot deal with more
than 4 sessions.

As soon as we have implemented an automated translator to Estelle specifications of security proto-
cols, we plan to simulate all the known protocols, looking for attacks involving multiple session runs.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we considered a taxonomy of attacks on securityprotocols in terms of a message origin
and destination in addition to a session and step number. This taxonomy has been used for designing
algorithms, which for a given type of attack and parameters of the protocol return a scenario of an
attack of this type. This way we can more than exponentially reduce the number of protocol runs to be
generated in order to look for an attack upon a protocol in theprocess of validation using simulation.
The experimental results of simulation in Estelle prove theefficiency of our approach.
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APPENDIX

Protocol MITM REPL REFL INTRL

Andrew Secure — S(CJ) — —

BAN Andrew Secure — — S —

Neumann Stubblebine — — — S(CJ)

Denning Saco — S — —

CCITT X.509(1) S — — —

CCITT X.509(3) *L — — —

SPLICE/AS — S — —

Hwang Chen SPLICE/AS CJ — S(CJ) — —

BAN Yahalom — S — *S

WMF — S(CJ) — *S(CJ)

Kerberos v.4 — LP — —

EKE — — CJ —

SRA Three Pass — — CJ —

Woo Lam MA — — S(CJ) S

KSL — — — S/S

NSPK S(CJ) — — —

TMN — — — S

SHARE A — — —

LPD A — — —

IKE v.2 A — — —

ISO1-PK-1U — CJ — —

ISO-CCF-1U — CJ — —

PBK Fixed — A — —

Table 2. The protocols classified with respect to 4 types of attacks

S-Spore Repository,CJ-Clark Jacobs Library,A-AVISPA library, L-[15], P-[17], (*) combined attack
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Proof of Theorem 4.1

Proof of Theorem Proof. By comparing the scenarios generated by our algorithms to the corresponding
attacks. A careful analysis of the attacks shows that there are only three attacks that cannot be obtained
directly from the corresponding scenarios. The first such anattack is upon the protocol TMN ([1].3) and
it is given as the following sequence of instructions:

1.1. ι(a) −→ s : M1 = b,{pki}pks

1.2. s −→ b : M2 = a
2.3. b −→ s : M3 = a,{pkb}pks

1.4. s −→ ι(a) : M4 = b,{pkb}pks

2.1. a −→ s : M1 = b,{pka}pks

2.2. s −→ ι(b) : M2 = a
2.3. ι(b) −→ s : M3 = a,{pkb}pks

2.4. s −→ ι(a) : M4 = b,{pkb}pks

The scenario returned by the algorithm for interleaving attack scenario of TMN for the parameters
nses = 2, x = 2, andt = 2 is the following sequence of steps: (1.1) (1.2) (2.1) (2.2) (1.3) (1.4) (2.3)
(2.4), where in (i,j):i is a session number andj a step number. It is easy to check that the scenario gives
the same attack but using a different run.

The two scenarios received for Woo Lam Mutual Authentication protocol use different runs than the
attacks in [1]. As this protocol is composed of seven steps, we only describe the difference between the
runs of our scenarios for both the attacks.

The first scenario is received after applying the algorithm for Reflection Attack Scenario for the
parametersz = ι, nses = 2, and looks as follows: (1.1) (2.1) (2.2) (1.2) (1.3) (2.3) (2.4) (1.4) (1.5) (2.5)
(2.6) (1.6) (1.7) (2.7). The sequence of instructions of theattack [1].1 is the following: (1.1) (2.1) (2.2)
(1.2) (1.3) (1.4) (1.5) (1.6) (1.7) (2.3) (2.4) (2.5) (2.6) (2.7). The difference is at four positions. Notice
that the instruction (2.3) of the attack depends on (1.1) and(1.2) only while (2.4) is dependent on (2.3)
only. So, both the instructions (2.3) and (2.4) should be executed at least after (1.2), which is satisfied
in the scenario. The next two instructions (2.5) and (2.6) must be executed after the step (1.5), and the
scenario fulfils this condition.

The last scenario to be discussed is for the attack presentedin [1].2. After applying the algorithm for
Interleaving attack scenario for the parameternses = 2 andt = 3, the following scenario is received:
(1.1) (1.2) (2.1) (2.2) (1.3) (1.4) (2.3) (2.4) (1.5) (1.6) (2.5) (2.6) (1.7) (2.7). The attack is the sequence
of the following instructions: (1.1) (1.2) (1.3) (1.4) (2.1) (2.2) (2.3) (2.4) (1.5) (1.6) (1.7). The difference
is at the positions of the instructions (2.1) and (2.2). Notice that the instruction (2.1) depends on the
instruction (1.2) only, and (2.2) should be performed after(2.1), which is satisfied in the scenario.End
of proof.


